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ROSS RITCHIE
Ritchie's tenure as a New Zealand Railways billboard painter gave him a superb grounding

for his subsequent career as an artist. The discipline and endless repetition honed his skills

to a high level of technical competence, yet so bored was he that he 'dreamed into different
ways of painting, to escape' . 1 Being selected to further his studies in art was an unexpected

turning point.

Recognising that 'all painting comes out of other painting' Ritchie has always used

undisguised quotations from renowned artists' works and from general publications as a
springboard for his own creative impulses. As his paintings emanate from his fascination for

shape, form, line and tone, he extracts these formal elements from borrowed images and

interprets them according to his own motivations to create distinctive works with universal

application.

The stylistic influences of Francis Bacon and Edvard Munch are apparent in Ritchie's works

1
of the mid-1960s, a time when he also admired Larry Rivers and Robert Rauschenberg. The

American Pop Art movement also had its impact as Ritchie incorporated into his paintings
imagery from a variety of popular sources. However, it was studying the work of Leger

and Rosenquist3 that proved to be pivotal. For two years Ritchie allowed his painting to

be modified by their influences as he explored the conflict between abstract and figurative,
reducing compositions to their abstract common denominator. Reefton Lady, 1966, is an

important work from this period, as it demonstrates the collusion of abstract and figurative that

he achieved. Some years of design-based works followed, as Ritchie questioned his direction
as a painter and sought to remove any excesses from his style.

The 1970s saw Ritchie turn from the allusive (through his references to Western art history)

towards an exploration of reality versus illusion. His two-part works, comprised of constructed
objects and painted depictions of them, questioned why the latter was defined as art but the

original object was not. A raft of animal and bird portraits followed in the late 1970s, and

by the early 1980s he was again incorporating real objects - such as coal, boxes, dead rabbits

and buckets - into his artworks, as he moved closer to exploring the potential for ambiguity
in reality.

Over the years, Ritchie has returned frequently to the touchstone of still life, a genre

he finds deeply satisfying, whether as a stand-alone work or within a larger narrative. The
enigmatic paintings of his 1980 'Dummy' series feature a stuffed, headless dummy seated in a
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Thought II, 1964.

Oil on hardboard, 1206 x I 206 mm.

Collect,on of Auckland Art Gallery To, o Tamak1.

ROSS RITCHIE

White Dwarf, 2002.

011 on canvas with stretched canvas attachments,
1700x 1612mm.

Courtesy of the artist.

